UPGRADE your present scavenger system to PORTER's high level of efficiency and safety

All kits include the Porter Scavenger with In-Line Vacuum (specify "A" for Adult Hood or "P" for Pedo Hood), Three Liter Breathing Bag, Flowmeter Adapters and Bag Tee where necessary.

PORTER UNIVERSAL RETROFIT KIT #5800-1

THIS ONE KIT RETROFITS ALL THESE FLOWMETERS!

- MATRIX Quantflex, MDM
- OMEHA
- FRASER HARLAKE
- FRASER SWEATMAN
- MDT-MCKESSON Analor I & II
- PARKELL-SEDATION (not pictured)
- BELMED
- ACCUTRON (not pictured)
- Also replaces: Porter Clean-Air™ Rubber Goods Non-Scavenging System (Mask with plastic sweeping)

Porter Part # Retrofits
# 5800-2 Coastal NCG Chemetron
# 5800-4 Hampton - Simpaire Micro
# 5800-5 McKesson - Analor I & II Starflite Denetron
# 5800-6 McKesson - Analor 3C
# 5800-9 Porter Clean-Air™ Rubber Goods & Canister Scavenging System

NOTE: It is not recommended to retrofit Porter Scavenger Rubber Goods to Adec, Veritec or Spica machines. Contact your authorized Porter Dealer for Trade-in offer.

Upgrade & Service Your Flowmeter

Flowmeters should be calibrated and have maintenance service every 2 years.

There are literally thousands of flowmeters in dental operatories that have not been checked in over a decade. Many of the manufacturers of many of these units are now out of business.

Porter Instrument Company offers fast turn-around service on the following flowmeters: Porter Standard Serial No. 14000-25000; Porter MMR Serial No. 50000-80000.
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New AVS Technology... Exclusively From Porter

Our unique patent approved design automatically activates the scavenger vacuum as soon as gas begins to flow from the flowmeter. As a result, it prevents Nitrous Oxide/Oxygen from being administered without scavenging. In accordance with NIOSH guidelines, the vacuum should always be “ON” while administering Nitrous Oxide. The AVS 5000 retrofits to all flowmeters manufactured by Porter Instrument. The complete system now includes the flowmeter, the AVS 5000, and the scavenger breathing circuit.

Convenient Operation –
The vacuum level sight glass lets the user monitor the levels of vacuum and make adjustments to the flow rate when necessary. Porter also designed the system to reduce tubing clutter.

Worry-Free Scavenging System
- A flexible inner liner creates a tight seal around the nose for improved scavenging. Porter’s unique double mask sets the industry standard for comfort and scavenging efficiency.
- Masks are autoclavable and available in Adult and Pedo sizes. Disposable mask liners are also available for offices looking for added convenience.

Autoclavable or Disposable Liners – *Disposable Liners are available in Unscented or Citrus scented.